MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION
(SMT. ANNPURNA DEVI)

(a) To ensure high quality education content is available to all students across the country, Central Institute of Education Technology (CIET), a unit of National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT) has been entrusted to develop educational e-content and disseminates them under the PM eVidya initiative.

PM eVidya is a comprehensive program that has been initiated as part of AtmaNirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan on 17th May, 2020, which unifies all efforts related to digital/online/on-air education to enable multi-mode access to education. The e-Contents/programme uploaded under PM eVidya are based on NCERT curriculum. Besides this, many states have also offered and uploaded their e-Contents for PM eVIDYA, in line with the curriculum of their education boards/SCERTs.

(b) & (c) The content is developed through collaboration with Subject Matter Experts drawn from various education boards/SCERTs/government agencies. CIET-NCERT utilizes the budget provisioned to NCERT through various Ministry of Education schemes such as SamagraSiksha, National Mission on Education through ICT (NMEICT) for development of e-Content.
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